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A new class of operators performing an optimization (optimization operators or, simply, 
optimators) which generdt:e transition matrices with required properties such as ergodicity. 
recurrence etc., is considered and their fundamental features are described. Some criteria for 
comparing such operators by taking into account their strength are given and sufficient conditions 
for both weak and strong ergodicity are derived. The nearest Markovian model with respect o a 
given set of observed probability vectors is then defined as a sequence of transition matrices 
satisfying certain constraints that express our prior knowledge about the system. Finally, sufficient 
conditions for the existence of such a model are given and the related algorithm is illustrated by an 
example. 
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I. Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to provide some new tools for deriving nonhomogeneous 
Markov chains with desired properties, starting from observations. Problems of this 
iind are frequently encountered in modeling biological systems [S, IS] and evolu- 
tionary economic systems [9, 161. For example, in [9] the problem of estimating the 
transition probabilities of a homogeneous Markov chain from a set of observations of 
the market shares of three brands of a certain article during a given period is solved 
by a least square procedure. In this paper we give a general solution of such problems 
by introducing the concept of an w-optimator, that is, a specia kind of nonlinear 
operator performing an optimization. This is defined as a mapping 0 (Definition 2.1) 
or, alternatively, it can be regarded as a pair (T” I!&-) involving a one-step trans- 
formation T and the associate optimization problem LT. It is shown that the 
w-optimators generate transition matrices by minimizing the so-called v-distar:ce 
(Definition 2.2) subject o some constraints in L T, expressing the desired properties 
of the chain, such as ergodicity and recurrence. In other words, our starting point is 
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the following problem: given a sequence of probability vectors {pk) find a sequence 
of transition matrices {Pk} leading to the smallest v-distance with respect o (pk}, 
subject to some constraints expressing our prior knowledge about the evolutionary 
system (for example, concerning the existence of some recurrent states). To solv 
problem several ~optimators are defined and their main properties are st 
Thus, existence and uniqueness of the composite of two simple o-optima 
proved (Theorem 2.5). Some fbicdamental in ualities csncemin 
are shown to hold in the case of certain basic subclasses of w-optimators with 
stationarity, boundedness, incidence as well as recurrence constraints (Theorems 
2.10, 2.12). Further, higher-order w-optimators are studied and some sufficient 
conditions are given for obtaining Markov chains with desired ergodic properties 
(Theorems 3.5, 3.4). Finally, the problem of the ‘nearest Markovian model” 
pertaining to a sequence (pk} is investigated and sufficient conditions which allow us 
to obtain such a model are given (Theorems 4.5, 4.8) in terms of the cumulative 
Y-distance 20 = C,“=,Y,, where ~0~ =min at, (step r). 
Notice that the class of o-optimators introduced in the present paper may be 
regarded as a natural extension of another class of optimization operators, the 
so-called message-operators (p-optimators) defined in some earlier papers 112, 13, 
141, starting from the concept of an optimized statistical model [lo, 111. 
2. Optimization operators; complexes of transition matrices 
Consider a finite nonhomogeneous Markov chain {X,, n 3 0) defined on a prob- 
ability space (0, J& P) with the state-space E = {1,2, . . . , s}. Let pr be a (1 Y s) 
probability vector, P = (pii) an (s x s) stochastic matrix and g an (1 x s) error vector 
satisfying the obvious condition cs clS 1 & = 0, Denote by 7’ the transformation 
p,_l j pr corresponding to a given step of the chain and consider the following 
constraints in the optimization (linear programming) problem &: 
~~-1 P+ 6 = pr (r fixed) constraints per 
pij 2 0 non-negativity constraints, 
E;piij z 1 ctockrasticity constraints, 
which art2 t,rmed fundamental cwstraints. Denote by % the set of the admissible 
constraints in i5T except for the fundament es, and let 9 be the set of the 
probability vectors, that is ( , denote by k = ( } the set of the 
solutions of the problem LT and let X = {k}. Then one has the following: 
. The mapping 
denoted by S(C’, r) or simply by &I!, C c 59, is termed o-optimator if there exists 
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at least one stochastic matrix E k, so that 
) = (k, vo), 
where 
~0=min i I&I, V()E I?‘. 
q===l 
n o-optimator with = 8, that is 
=(p~_*P+f=p,pusO;Vi, jEECpij= 1, Vo=min i I&I> 
i q=l 
is called simple. 
The notation above, which is more convenient for practical purposes, will be used 
in the sequel to express other w-optimators. Also for sake of simplicity write p: 
instead of prdl P. 
Definition 2.2. A loss function ~0 = min xi= 1 15,1, v. E R +, satisfying 
(D*) vo(pn pi) 3 0, 
(D2) vo(p,,p:)=Oiffpr=p:, 
(Ds) votpr, p:) = VO(P:, or) 
as well as (Dd) a particular kind of triangle inequality to be defined later (Theorem 
2.10) is called v-distance. Should (Dz), (D,) or (D.J fail, the corresponding metric will 
be termed v-quasrdistance. 
Clearly, ~0 # 0 expresses the fact that pr is not ‘reachable’ starting from ~~-1. This 
may be regarded as a quite natural condition, since vectors p, are obtained from 
observations and are therefore inevitably affected by errors. 
Definition 2.3. An w-optimator which performs a given transformation prVl +pr, 
with vo = 0 is termed trivial and otherwise nontrivial. If triviality holds for every pair 
(p-- 1, pr) E 9’ the operator is called absobutely (or strictly) trivial. 
Definition 2.4. A set of transition matrices satisfying the constraints of a given 
o-optimator with the same Y-distance with respect o a probability vector 
a complex 
Consequently any transformation T should be denoted by pr_l -ff+ p,, but k will be 
usually omitted if no confusion results. oreovea, the definitio above shows t e 
consider here only w-optimators having at least one solution which, in fact, means 
that the constraints in LT are not contradictory. 
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Observe that the product of two complexes (ordinary matrix multiplication) is not 
always a complex. Therefore denoting aa before by X the set of complexes we are 
interested here in some proper subsets KP c X (p = 0, 1,2 . . .) which are closed with 
respect o multiplication according to the mapping 
as well as in the corresponding subsets of operators atisfying the mappin 
,@:GpxGp+Gp, (2) 
where G, is closed with respect o the binary operation termed compss~f~on (*) of the 
0 -0ptimators. 
Taking into account hese definitions the following result can be proved. 
Theorem 2.5. Denote by Go the subset of the simple w-optimators C? ;rccording to 
Defkition 2.1, and Zet 0, E Go, 0 2 E Gu be two successive operators ii.e. pertuining to 
successive steps). Then we have the following: 
(i) nny 6 E Go is absolutely trivkl, 
(ii) there exists one and only one 0’12 E Go such that 01 *O’z = 012. 
Proof. Writing 9 for the convex polyhedron involving the possible solutions of the 
optimization problem LT in C we prove first that the origin (6 = 0) is inside A?. Let 
Q, CY be two arbitrary (s x 1) probability vectors and denote by 1 the unit vector. Then, 
there exists at least one non-negative matrix P satisfying 
aTP=aT, Pl= 
To show this consider the matrix fi = laT. It is obvious that aT# = aT and, since a! is 
a probability vector, fil = I holds also and therefore fi is a non-negative solution. It 
follows that 6 = 0 for 6’ is by hypothesis an optimization operator. This implies vg = 0 
and hence (i) is true. Further, let kr = (P”‘}, k2 = (Pi”) (kl, k2 E Ko) be the complexes 
generated by 01, 6’2, respectively. Since 0r,B; E Gil are trivial one has 
(4) 
Writing klz for the product k 1 x kz we prove now that krz is a complex in Ko. Suppose 
that transformation poks p2 is performed by the elements of klz with a given 
v-distance (say v^) corresponding to the error-vectors &, . . . , lg. Thus one has 
PO 
(1) 
2 +~~=82,=-*,Po (ts)+&=p2. 
It follows from (3)-(4) that & = l2 =. l 9 = & = 0, v() = 0 and k12 E KO. Thus there 
exists one atld only one C&2 EGo and (ii) holds. 
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ition 2.6 An optimization operator ,6 - ( pr_l +c=pr, pij~o; vi,jEE 
= ar, min zi-il l&l), where 51 is the stationary distribution is called 
stalionnr)? o-optinnator if its optimization problem LT involves (besides the 
fundamental constraints) merely some statiana&y conm~int~ (71-p = w). 
Definition 2.7. AG optimization operator 
a ==(p~-*P+5=p,;Cpii=l,pr,=Q,pi~>-a>O,min i i&l) 
i q=l 
is called incidence o-optimator if its optimization problem LT involves (besides 
stochasticity constraints) merely some zero-probability constraints for a given subset 
of indices, f, g E E, as well as positivity constraints for the complementary subset E 
g E E. A weaker operator is obtained by allowing a = 0 in the previous formula: this 
is termed an o-optimator with zero-PrObability constraints and is denoted by &7’. 
Example 2.8. A sequence {Pk) pertaining to a nonhomogeneous chain with state 
space E = {1,2,3,4}, where the states 1,2 are absorbing and the states 3, 4 are 
transient, is obtained by solving Lr in & (by a customary simplex algorithm) while 
observing the constraints 
1 2 3 4 
1 X 0 0 0 
2 0 X 0 0 
3 x x x x 
4 x x x x [ I 
Here 0 indicates zero-probability constraints and x indicates non-negativity con- 
straints. 
ition 2.9. A set 3/ of probability vectors associated with a complex k pertaining 
transformation pr_ 1 + pr (that is, having the same v-distance with respect o p,) 
is called u-neighbourhood of pr. Thus, 
# = Iplu), u 2 11 vdp,, plU’) = c}. 
Denote by &7, B c %, both the w-optimators according to Definitions 2.6 and 2.7 
for which (1) and (2) hold. Thus we arrive to the following result which is useful in 
applications. 
Thleorem 2.10. Write sOI for a trivial w-optimatorpertaining to gr-2 ++ pr.- 1 and ~62 for 
the non-trivial o-optimator of the same type pertaining to Let ~36 2 be the 
(generally) non-trivial w-optima for with the same constraints pertaining to pr-2 + pre 
Then we have the following: 
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(i) ‘There exists a w-neighbourhood of pr, denoted by & associated with the complex 
&, such that 
JJ?&-: jlJ!Yz = &$2 
is true (the diagram with ful2 line in Fig. 1 commutes). 
(ii) 77zere exists a u-neighbourhood of pP; denoteId by & associated with the complex 
& and there exists an w-optimator B&2 generating t,‘ze complex &. 
(iii) The w-distances of & and & satisfy the relations 
ir(l.4) vo(pr, pr 12 UO(Pn Pr +‘) for all u, v. (5) 
Fig. 1. Diagram of the w-optimators and the related complexes k,. 
Proof. ‘I%~: existence of the v-neighbourhood 4, is guaranteed by the non-triviality 
of BO’2 itself. Hence there exists a trivial w-optimator BC!& which generates &. 
Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 2.5 it is easily shown that (i) holds, for &J’i and 
&?2 are both trivial. Likewise, the existence of 6, as well as of the trivial w -optimator 
&2 are ensured by the non-triviality of &J 2 (the case where ,$!&2 is trivial obviously 
reduces to a limiting case). Therefore (ii) also holds. Further, let & be the u- 
neighbourhood associated with the complex &, where k, is generated by the 
o-optimator involving the transformation pr-l + pr. In order to prove that & c & 
assume the converse to bc: true. Then, one has either 
u&5Zw) , pl”‘> -I- ~o(,~zo), PA r, vO( pr, rip’) for all u, 0, w 
or else 
for all u, v, w. 
(6) 
(7) 
If (6) holds, then there exists an O- the same constraints (say, ~6;) 
which is able to perform P-13 ss function than 80’2 does. This 
contradicts the hypothesis a” sb ,.-J2 is an optimization operator. Hence Bo5; = &$ and 
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(6) does not hold. For the same reasons (7) does not hold too. Therefore one has 
for all u, 0, w (8) 
and, consequently, (iii) is true. 
Eq. (5) may be regarded as a special kind of triangle inequality, as already shown 
(Definition 2.2). Besides, (5) provides an inferior bound of the v-distances pertaining 
to a given subsequence. This leads to an algorithm for obtaining the ‘nearest 
Markovian model’; topics of this kind will be discussed in the final section. 
Theorem 2.10 holds for other subclasses of w-optimators too, although as a 
ing case. This assertion is true for the so-called recurrent w-optimator defined in 
Section 4. Another subclass for which this is true can be defined as follows. 
on 2.11. An optimization operator 
is called inferior bounded w-optimator if its optimization problem LT involves 
(besides tochasticity constraints) merely some boundedness constraints ( pii 2 b > 0, 
Vi, j E E). 
The superior bounded w-optimator 60’ is defined similarly. Optimization opera- 
tors which are able to generate Markov matrices (satisfying F(P) = maxj(mini pij) > 
0) arl: also defined in a similar manner. 
Theorem 2.12. Let 60 be a bounded odoptimator pertaining to the transformation 
pr-1 + pr and let prfq,(q = 1,2 . . .) be the components of the vector pr satisfying the 
conditior; prtql c b. Then there exists one and only one v-neigh/-gurhood of pr the 
v-distance of which is 
2 c (b -prtqJ forprtqj ( 6, 
J%(pr, pl”‘) = 
qc:E 
0 for p,,,, 3 b, 
(9) 
where u 2~ 1. 
Proof. Suppose q = 1, so that p,(l, is the unique element satisfying the condition 
p7(1)< 6. Let (“E k (t fixed) be a solution of 66’. Observe that P(‘) has a column with 
equal elements, pi! = b, Vi E E, for 66 is by hypothesis an optimization operat 
any matrix P having PiI > i must lead to an error-vector 4 with greater eleme 
follows that (b -p& is an element of the vector g(I) and, by the condition & 1 &$:’ = 
0, we have vg( 3”‘) = 2(b -p,&, M 2 I. The expression for t 
elements follows by induction. 
A similar result for the w-optimators 60 may be proved by duality. 
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Theorem 2.12 reveals a fact which is of significance in applications: in the case of 
the operators &(@) the v-distance does not depend on the ‘starting vector’ prel. 
Hence, with the notations in Fig. 1 one has 
vo(pr, &“‘) = vo(pr, j$‘) for all 24, U. (10) 
3. Higher order o-optimators - the concept of strength 
Up to this point w-optimators with at most one constraint (besides the funda- 
mental ones) were considered. We now focus our attention on some subclasses of 
operators involving several such constraints. 
Definition 3.1. The number of constraint classes involved by C, that is 6 = card C, 
Cc %, is called the order of the w-optimator. 
Thus, the operators ~9, &, ,@ (Definitions 2.6, 2.7, 2.11) are firsf order o- 
optimators, while the simple operator 6’ in Definition 2.1 is of the order zero. 
Definition 3.2. An a-optimator &‘, A c %?, is called relatively strong (or, simply, 
strong) with respect to alaother o-optimator &‘, B c (if both o erators involving the 
same pair of probability vectors, say ( pr+ p,), if Av()( pr, pi, 2 BP,,! pn p:). If (with a 
simpler notation) AZ’0 2 gY() holds for all pairs ( pr+ p,) E 9’ the first o -optimator 
(,&) is refered to as absolutely strong ( 3 ) with respect to the second o-optimator 
(BQ). 
Any first-order o-optimator is absolutely strong with respect to the simple 
operator 0, and similarly, one has by Theorem 2.12, 
(&> 6) --?L, (b‘,$Z= &6). 
Obviously, absolute strength implies relative strength. 
Lemma 3.3. Let A&? be a second order o-optimator involving the constraipzts A, B. 
?%en ,& > A0 and A&@ 3 ~0. 
Proof. Considering an arbitrary pair of probability vectors (~~-1, p,) we shall prove 
that AB~03A~0, ABh+ BVO. Assume that the first of these inequalities is not true. 
Then there exis?:s an w-optimator A&? such that A&o< ,&). But this operator 
involves the constraint A and hence there exists a first order w-optimator (say ~6) 
leading to a smailer loss function than the operator AD does. This contradicts the 
hypothesis for ,& is an optimization operator. Therefore the first inequality holds 
and similarly ttie second inequality also holds. 
The generalization of Lemma 3.3 for higher order o-optimators is immediate, and 
we obtain the following result. 
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Theorem 3.4. Let r = {A(?, &‘, . . . , h&T) be u set of first order u-optimators. Then 
provided that the higher order operator AB...& has a solution with respect to the 
sequence ( pk), there exists a sequence of probability vectors (&) which is reached 
trivially by each of the w-optimators in r. 
Proof. Denote by (pg’} the sequence of successive probability vectors pertaining to 
the v-neighbourhoods of {pk}. The latter are obtained by performing with the 
w-optimator AB...& the successive transformations p. + p1 (leading trivially to ~:a)), 
p:“’ +p2 (leading trivially to p:“‘>, p:“’ +p3 (p:“), and so on. It is obvious that p!‘, 
t=a,b... exist and are reached trivially as AB...,& has at least one solution at each 
step. Therefore with respect to {p:‘} one has (a) AB...MVO = 9 l ‘,Q#...MV~;) =O and by 
Lemma 3.3 and axiom (Dl) Az$) = B&’ = l l l = MZJ~;’ = 0, A&&‘) =. l * = ~vlp = 0, 
A&’ = l l l = &&;’ = 0. Consequently there exists at least one sequence {@k} = (py)) 
and the statement of the theorem holds. 
An important subclass of first and second order operators is the class of ergodic 
w-optimators. They allow one to get Markov chains with desired ergodic properties. 
To prove this, consider the step pr-l+ pr in the sequence {pk} and write S = 
IP &-” -pI;-“l, where p$-‘), p$-*) are entries in the preceding step. We have the 
following. 
Theorem 3.5. If (pk) is generated by any of the o-optimators 
(i) b$? (Definition 2.1 l), or 
(ii) &=(&If +5=p~,Pii~O;tli,jEECpii= 19 lphl-prlI~c& 
i 
c<l,min i l&J), 
q=l 
(11) 
then the corresponding Markov chain is weakly ergodic. 
Proof. Let P(m) be the transition matrix corresponding to the observation epoch m 
in the sequence (&} and denote by 6, 2 b the smallest element in P(m). It is obvious 
that CE= 1 b,, diverges, which implies 
lim fi(l-b,)=O. 
m+oo 1 
Therefore by a well-known result of Hajnal[2], the chain is weakly ergodic. Further, 
observe that So ensures uniform convergence of (m) towards a matrix with equal 
rows; that is, there exists a stable matrix (m, n) such that 
lim (P(m,m+n)-lI(m,n))=O forallma0 
n+m 
(12) 
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P(m,m+n)=P(m)*- (?n+n-l), n>l, ma0 
is the product matrix (entries ~7~~~). This implies that 
lim(pT”+” -pTm+n ) = 0 for all i, j, I E E 
and consequently the statement of the theorem holds. 
Denote by p(iil-‘), P$-~) the entries of the consecutive matrices in 
(1 x s) vector expressing the stationary distribution and let y = 
Further denote by pTSmtr the entries in the product matrix P(m, 
the entries of the stable matrix n = In and let p = jp~m+r-’ - ?rh 
the following result. 
) is generated by any of the o-optimators (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), whaw 
( ) ii &!?= = 1,lph,-P‘,ldc6,c<l,IrP=Irr 
i 
(iii) t;,Q= ~~-lP+y=P,,p~i~b>O;C~ii~ 1, (16) 
i 
min I? kql), (17) 
G-1 
then the chain is strongly ergodic. 
roof. First observe that by the constraints in (14) the differences between the 
corresponding entries of the consecuti } vanish uniformly. This 
guarantees the uniform convergence of 
where is indecompos e. A weaker condition 
pijab>OforanyjEE nce the chain is stro 
due to Mott (see for example 131). 
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implies 
lim (m,m+Pt)=*, 
n-a 
asymptotically stationary; besides, weak ergodicity is ensured by 
ing to a theorem by Kozniewska [6] the chain is strongly 
t holds for the w-optimator 68 in (16) for weak 
uaranteed by the boundedness constraint pij 3 b > 0 in accordance with 
inallly, the constraint (pz”“-’ - 7~11 S cp, c C 1, ensures the uniform 
convergence of the product matrix P (m, yn + t) towards the stable matrix I’& that is, 
lim r+ao P(m, m + r) = 17 holds for every m 28, and the chain is again strongly 
ergodic. 
Remark 3.7. The distance pertaining to the o -optimators in Theorem 3.6 should be 
regarded as a v-quasidistance and similarly in the case of the bounded w-optimator 
d since (D2), (Da) fail by Theorem 2.12. 
We conclude this section by observing that in performing a certain step starting 
from different vectors of a given v-neighbourhood of ptV1 (that is pyAI +pr with 
t=l,2,... ) different v-neighbourhoods ofpr are obtained and only one of these has 
the minimum v-distance with respect o or (see Fig. 2). Thus the following question 
naturally arises: under what conditions does the whole (cumulative) r/-distance 
pertaining to a sequence {Pk) reach its minimum value with respect to a given 
sequence of probability vectors {ok}? This leads to the concept of a ‘nearest 
Markovian model’, which will be treated in the next section. 
4. The nearest Markovian model 
Definition 4.1. A sequence of transition matrices {ok} is called nearest Markouiun 
model (NMM) if its cumulative v-distance to = CF=, ~0~ reaches a minimum value 
under given constraints. A NMPf with Co = 0 is called trivial. 
We shall show that there exist some subclasses of w-optimators which generate 
NMM’s without any additional requirement concerning the path to be followed in 
deriving the sequence {&I. First, it is obvious that any absolutely trivial w-optimator 
(for example the simple w-optimator 0, see Theorem 2.5) leads to a trivial N 
Moreover, by Theorem 2.12 we obtain the following result. 
} is a NMMib (with inferior boundedness constraints) 
are generated by the w-optimatos @‘. 
e also obtain the following: 
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@orollary 4.3. The NMMib is trivial iff the smallest entry of the oectors in { pk) is 
greater or at most equal to 6. 
Proof. Put&(r), r =G k for the smallest entry in the set of the vectors pk- Since prtrl 2 b, 
by (9) one has vo(pn p’:“) = 0 for all u 2 I and for all r s k. Conversely, suppose 
Co = 0; this implies &= y2 = 1 l l = & = 0 and this happens only if prcrI 2 b for all t 
and for all r s k. 
A similar result which is valid for the o-optimators can be proved by duality. 
We now introduce a special kind of o-optimator with zero-probability constraints 
(see Definition 2.7). To do this consider first a Markov chain wit period d having the 
cyclic subclasses Ca, C1, . . . , Cd- 1, and the stochastic matrices I’,, . . . v Td 
corresponding to these subclasses. Also denote by n = g (mod d) the number of steps 
and consider the matrices 
g=O, n =ed, p*= 
I:= 1, n =ed+l, P= 
g=2, n=ed+2, P*= 
Tl 
. 
. 
. 
. 
0 . 
I 
0 
. 
. 
. 
TI 
‘0 
* 
* 
. 
T* 
0 
. 
g==d, n =(e+l)d, Pd=PO, 
where g a:?d e are integers, 0 G g s d - 1. 
l . . 
T2 
. 
. 
. . . 
Tz 9 0 
T3 
. 
9 . . 
0 T3 9 
. 
. . . 
Tz l 9 
0- 
. 
. 
. 
. 
rt., 
I 
1 
0 
. 
l 
T, 
0 
0 
0 
. 
. 
Td 
0 1 
I
d 
(18) 
. An optimization operator RldO involving zero-probability con- 
straints according to (18) is called a recurrent o-optimator. 
m 4.5. Lot (P IJ be generated by a recurrern t o-optima tar 1 ,J!?, therz we have the 
following : 
(i) There exists a trioial w-optirnator &? such that 
(19) 
are trivial o-optimators pertaining to successive (non-trivial) 
( wit4 recurrence constraifl ts ). 
Proof. By taking into account (18) and proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 2.5 
the existence of r/d can be proved in a straightforward manner. Also consider the 
case r = 2 in (18) (subsequence (po, ~1, ~2)) and write 11(l)= [al a2 l l l a,], a’*‘= 
[t~,+~ l e . a,], . . . atd-” = [ak l l l a,], a(” = [aq+ 1 l l l a,] for the cluster of elements 
of P(, corresponding to Co l l l Cl?,,-+ that is, p. = [o”) CI”’ l l l ~(~‘1. Then by (lg), 
pI = [a”‘“T, u”?‘~ a”‘rJ. 9 l a”f-l’~J. Further, denote by &, . . . , i;d the 
stochastic matrices pertaining to Co, . . . , Cdml in any of the matrices PE k2, 
where kz is generated by the (non-trivial) w-optimator I,~0~. One has p;‘” = 
[: a +‘)&f~ a’d’Tri;2 d1’&tF3 l 9 . a’d-2’&lfd], uk E N and, similarly, &k’ = 
I a (d-l)Rdl a’d’R,2 a”)~23 . . 1 Cl(d-2) R(d_l)d]y vk E IV, where R’s are stochastic 
matrices pertaining to the cyclic subclasses inthe complex & generated by Z,&‘. The 
corresponding loss function then reduces to 
PO2 = 
i h’“_$a’“-” +, . . + i h’d’_ i ahi-2) , 
I I I I q+l q+l 
where p2 = [h”’ h”’ l l l htd-” h’d’]. Since I,&7 and 2/J8 are by hypothesis optimiza- 
tion operators (20) holds for both the complexes k2 and kl2. Thus 
u&h pi?)) = V”(P2, pi? = vu2 
and (ii) is proved for r = 2. The generalization to r > 2 is immediate. 
Remark 4.6. The w-optimator /d6 generates the complex of the product matrices 
P(m, m + n). In other words, r,J? plays a similar role, in terms of the u-optimators, 
as the matrices P(m, m + n). R similar assertion is obviously true for the me)- 
ogtimators in Theorem 2.10 too. Now the following result related to Theorem 3.5 
may be easily proved. 
Corollary 4.7. Given an arbitrary sequence (pk) and the sequence (pk) generated bv I 
the w-optima for s8: there exists a trivial NMM such that the chain is weakly ergodic. 
. Weak ergodicity of the matrices generated by 60 in (11) has already been 
proved. To prove that triviality holds it sufficices to consider the limiting case, S = 0, 
which leads to trivial solutions for all probability vectors pk. 
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It follows that if only weak ergodicity is required there always exists a trivial model 
pertaining to a given sequence of probability vectors { pk). However, this is no longer 
true in the case of the strongly ergodic models, as shown by the result that follows, 
where the NMM up to the step I - 1 is considered. 
Theorem 4.8. Let {p,), F G k, be a sequence of probability vectors such thatp,__z + pr - 1 
;- performed by the m-optimator QT in (16). Denote by p!!~ (t = 1,2,. m .I the prob- b3 
ability vectors belonging to a given v-neighbourhood of Ir,- 1. Further, let pi!! 1 -+ 
transformations performed by the same w-optimator starting from these vet 
denote the corresponding v-distances by vg( pn , (t = 1,2,. . . ) u = 1,2,. . .). Also 
for the transformation pr-2 + pr performed by note by vo(p”pjo’), (v = 1,2,. . .) 
the resulting v-distance. Then we have the following: 
(i) In the complex generated by 6-0 (transformation ~~-2 + p,-1) there exists at least 
one transition matrix Pch’ (h s t) belonging to the NMM, such that pi?1 --) pp is 
performed with a v-distance,- v. min, satisfying the relations (see Fig. 2) 
vo(p, @I”‘> s V()min S Vo(p- p1”‘) for all V (21) 
where vo(pn pFiq’), 16 t, q s u pertains to an arbitrury path ~~-2 +p!!!l --, py ‘. 
(ii) The NMM thus obtained is strongly ergodic. 
Proof. The first of the inequalities in (21) is proved by proceeding as in Theorem 
2.10, while the second inequality is obvious for an arbitrary pair of indices (I, q), 16 t, 
q s u. Further, assume that there exists a pair (I’, q’), 1’ s t, q’ s u, such that 
vo( pr, p!“q” ) < vo( pn P’I’“’ ) 
and, similarly 
vo( pm p I”‘q’O ) < vo( pr, P!““” ) 
and so forth. Then the v-distances under consideration form a totally ordered set, 
which has a least element [1] therefore (i) holds. The proof of (ii) follows immediately 
by Theorem 3.6. 
Remark 4.9. The NMM is not .Aque (see Fig. 2). 
Theorem 4.8 leads to a simple and powerful algorithm for deriving NMM’s. The 
steps are easily recognized in Fig. 2, related to the example that follows. These are: 
(i) Eliminate successively any path starting from a probability vector i x in Fig. 2) 
which leads to a v-neighbourhood in the forbidden (hatched) zone defined by (21). 
(ii) Perform the remaining transformations to get the optimal path. 
xample 4.10. Let { pk), k = 0, 1,2,3 be a sequence of probability vectors where 
go = CO.2 0.275987 0.524013], 1=[0.8 0.1 0.11, 2 =[0.4 0.4 0.21, 
CO.15 0.25 0.61. If we perform the calculations in (16) with w = CO.2 0.3 OS] usin; 
the customary simplex algorithm, we obtain the results in Fig. 2. The NMM (full line) 
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Fig. 2. Deriving the nearest Markovian model (NMM). 
involves the matrices 
PI= EiE! ;;; E], I+[;:;; ;z’ ;pI 
&=[E); Ii FE] 
or alternatively (lower path) 
0.05 0.175 0.05 0.05 
Ph = 0.8833 0.05 1 , Pi = [ 0.05 0.05 
0.05 0.9 0.35 0.55 
I 9 
0.9 
0.9 . 
0.1  
The probability vectors pertaining to the ‘nearest’ v-neighbourhoods 
are found to be p:“’ = [0.207204 0.312006 0.4SO7901, p’;“’ = 
[0.206003 0.309425 0.4845721, pi3*’ = CO.205423 0.310005 0.4845721, p:‘*) = 
CO.195371 0.292286 0.5123431, and the cumulative v-distance is 2,) = 1.93. 
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